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Erratum 
Volume 68, Number 2 (1981) in the article “Fixed Rings and 
Integrality,” by D. S. Passman, pp. 510-519: 
There is a rather silly error in the proof of Corollary 2 which was pointed 
out to me by Martin Lorenz. Namely, a(ei) is not e,, as was claimed, but 
rather e, . eii. A correct proof is as follows. 
Proof of Corollary 2. For each r E R, let rii = eirei. Then the map 
0‘: R-M,(R) given by o(r)= Iri,jI is easily seen to be an isomorphism into. 
Furthermore, for all i, j we have eiia(r)ejj = a(eirej). We now observe that 
the rings o(R) 3 o(S) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Indeed (a) 
follows from eiia(R)ejj = u(eiRej) G u(R) and u(s) consists of diagonal 
matrices since S I C,(a) = CieiRei and u(eiRei) = eiiu(R)eii is diagonal. 
Finally if r E R, then eirei E C,(Z) so by assumption 
e, rei = e, . e, re, = eis = eisei 
for some s E S. Hence 
eiiu(r)eii = u(eirei) = u(eisei) = eiiu(s)eii 
and (b) is satisfied. We conclude from Theorem 1 that u(R) is fully integral 
of degree r(n) over u(s). Applying CT-’ yields the result. 
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